
Sexual Organ Clearing and Activation for Higher Manifestation 

Clearing Wheels (miscellaneous)

In a light meditative state, look at each wheel in turn, then close eyes and bring it up from one hand's 
length below the feet, up through the body and out the Crown and into the Lahun charka (one hand's 
length above Crown). If it gets stuck anywhere, mentally state, “Release, release obsolete programs! 
Integrate highest truth...highest tonal luminosity”, and use your breath to move it through. 
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Not only for cancer, but for all self-abandonment...
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Alchemical Equations to Awaken the Oracle and Intuitive Abilities of the 
Sexual Organs

With the following alchemical equations (below), place finger on large sigil, then run across the longer 
string. Read the meaning in English and the translation (out loud is best). Go through all four...feeling 
into the meaning.  Then do the same for the result.  You can then move fingers vertically across the 
larger sigil and add them up to get the result. Feel into it, and ask the angels to place the equation in 
your ovaries.  Repeat this process for each of the equations of the feminine and of the masculine 
equations.

When done, add up the 4 results of the feminine organs and feel into them a whole. Do the same for the 
masculine. Then feel both masc and fem as supporting one another...in mutuality and harmony. Call on 
the gods and goddesses of the cosmos, and ask them to ray in their insights in order that you purify 
these organs profoundly. 

Then do the breasts in the same way. Feel into it deeply. Many insights will come from doing it daily 
for a few weeks. 

What to expect?

Clearing in the sexual chakra, lightness of being, clarity in thought, cause and effect narrowing (greater 
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manifestation power), greater intuitive abilities, greater power of the voice, etc.

You may also want to ask the Mother/Infinite to be restored to your virginal state, and that all distortion 
programs that you are holding be stripped out, cleared out...and transcended through higher insight. 
You can imagine it all flowing out the perineum and into the earth. So you are flowing into the earth the 
illuminated distortions, so that the earth has the light/frequency codes to clear likewise. Ask for this 
each night, and let insights arise by becoming mindful through the process. 
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